The DOE Office of Indian Energy was established by Congress to provide federally recognized Tribes and Alaska Native entities with technical and financial assistance to encourage, facilitate, and accelerate energy and energy infrastructure development in Indian Country.
Sale Leaseback
Renewable energy project financing structure that allows for multiple participants in a development structure. Allows for capture of tax credit value for nontaxable entities.
Tax-Equity Partner A project development partner with a tax appetite that can take advantage of existing tax credits for renewable energy projects at the federal and state level.
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Executive Summary
This paper provides an overview of existing and potential financing structures for renewable energy project development in Alaska with a focus on four primary sources of project funding: government financed or supported (the most commonly used structure in Alaska today), developer equity capital, commercial debt, and third-party tax-equity investment. While privately funded options currently have limited application in Alaska, their implementation is theoretically possible based on successful execution in similar circumstances elsewhere. This paper concludes that while tax status is a key consideration in determining appropriate financing structure, there are opportunities for both taxable and tax-exempt entities to participate in renewable energy project development. 
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Introduction
Alaska's Native villages and corporations are uniquely positioned to take advantage of renewable energy development opportunities given the large amount of land and energy resources they control. High retail electricity rates, 1 an abundance of renewable energy resources, and dependence upon diesel generators within remote communities (Energy Information Administration [EIA] 2012c) make renewable energy development attractive. In order to leverage these favorable market conditions and realize Alaska's potential for renewable energy generation, use of both government-sponsored and private financing opportunities is necessary. The purpose of this paper is to provide an introduction to a variety of ways in which tribal and corporate entities may participate in the development of renewable energy projects in Alaska. While not intended to be a comprehensive guide to the detailed nuances of renewable energy financing, this paper provides an introduction to the topic and directs readers to further resources and more detailed information on the subject matter contained herein.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides background on the scale of the potential for renewable energy development in Alaska. This resource-based overview illustrates that although current development is limited, there is a large opportunity for reaping the benefits of renewable energy if financing and other barriers can be overcome. A detailed methodology for determination of technical potential in Alaska is listed in Appendix A.
Section 3 provides an overview of two federal tax incentives, the capturing of which is often critical to establishing viable economics for project development. These incentives are relevant to both taxable and nontaxable entities as private financing structures have arisen to facilitate capturing of the benefits of the tax incentives (and therefore favorable project economics) by nontaxable entities (further described in Section 7).
Section 4 provides an understanding of the state energy policy context, which is critical as these policies create the structure in which renewable energy financing structures exist.
Section 5 provides an overview of the federal and state publicly funded financing options in Alaska, which are the most commonly used mechanisms for project development to date. Appendix B contains a comprehensive table of government-sponsored financing programs.
Section 6 offers a summary of potential private options for financing projects by and for taxable entities, as well as examples where applicable.
Section 7 outlines the concept of tax-equity partnership financing options for nontaxable entities and outlines opportunities for different stakeholders in Alaska.
Section 8 provides a brief concluding overview of the options for development of renewable energy projects in Alaska.
Technical Potential
Although there are vast renewable energy resources in Alaska, it is not technically feasible to develop all available resources. A technical potential analysis estimates the resources that can be used for renewable energy generation based on commercially available technologies, developable land, and system performance. It reduces the raw resource potential by removing lands that have unusable slopes or are on water, and by incorporating technological limitations (e.g., capacity factors at the geographic location in question (Figure 1) . The technical potential analysis can be further refined by incorporating technology and fuel costs to provide an estimate of what is economically feasible to develop (or the "economic potential"). Applying market specifics, such as policy and regulatory limits, to the economic potential provides an estimate of the market potential for a specific area. Technical potential may not reflect the developable potential because it does not incorporate technology costs; competing land uses; transmission and infrastructure availability; or the policy, investor, or energy competitive environments. However, it is included below to provide a better understanding of the technical potential for renewable energy development on Alaska Native corporation (ANC) lands for different renewable energy resources.
Alaska is particularly well suited for wind and geothermal energy development but also exhibits the technical potential and resources necessary to develop photovoltaic (PV) energy, hydropower, and biopower. The technical potential for various renewable energy resources on ANC lands is listed in Table 1 . The technical potential estimates were calculated using geospatial analysis based on the methodology listed in Appendix B. The strength of using geospatial analysis to estimate technical potential is that it provides an idea of the specific locations of the resource that is technically available. However, this analysis does not allow for the consideration of on-site load or the ability to transmit the generation to load in a distant location. Alaska is unique in that there are vast areas that the transmission grid does not reach. As a result, locations with high renewable energy potential may not be able to transmit generation to the grid, essentially stranding renewable resources (analysis on this topic is forthcoming [Johnson et al.] Figure 2 shows the boundaries used to analyze the technical potential of ANCs.
Financing Opportunities for Renewable Energy Development in Alaska For comparison, the total amount of retail electricity sales in 2010 in Alaska was 6,247 GWh (EIA 2012b).
Federal Production and Investment Tax Credits
Federal incentives play an important role in the commercialization and adoption of renewable energy technologies by providing consistent financial support for growth, including the construction of manufacturing plants and investing in projects that require extended planning and construction time.
For the commercial, industrial, utility, and agricultural sectors, the U.S. government currently supports renewable energy deployment through the Production Tax Credit (PTC), Investment Tax Credit (ITC), and New Market Tax Credit (NMTC), which encourage private investment by reducing taxes owed by a project owner. While the NMTC is available beginning in the year in which the investment is made, the ITC is available to the taxpayer in the year the energy project is placed into service and the PTC is available as electricity is produced. In addition to these tax credits, the government provides depreciation benefits through the Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS), which enables certain investments in wind, geothermal, and solar technologies to be recovered over a 5-year schedule in lieu of the standard life of the asset. MACRS improves the economic viability of a project by reducing tax liability in the initial years of production.
Together, these are referred to as the "federal tax benefits" and can represent approximately 50% to 55% of an eligible project's initial installed cost (Mendolsohn and Feldman 2012) . However, renewable energy developers often lack sufficient taxable income to directly monetize these tax benefits, requiring that the project's financial structure include third-party tax-equity investors or that the project be developed by entities with sufficient taxable income from other enterprises. (See Section 7 for further information on tax-equity partnerships.)
Production Tax Credit-Companies that generate electricity from landfill gas, wind, biomass, hydroelectric, geothermal electric, municipal solid waste (MSW), hydrokinetic power (i.e., flowing water), anaerobic digestion, tidal energy, wave energy, and ocean thermal sources are eligible for the PTC during the first 10 years of renewable energy production. Hybrid wind-diesel systems are also eligible. The PTC is only available to grid-connected sources and is inflation adjusted (currently set at 2.2¢/kilowatt-hour [kWh] for wind, geothermal, and closed-loop biomass and 1.1¢/kWh for all other eligible technologies); see Table 2 . For the wind industry in particular, the PTC has been a major driver of increased installed capacity throughout the United States. On January 1, 2013, the PTC for wind, incremental hydro, wave and tidal energy, geothermal, and bioenergy was extended until December 31, 2013. Furthermore, facilities utilizing these technologies no longer have to be in production to qualify for the credit; the requirement has been relaxed to include projects under construction before January 1, 2014. Despite the extension, the pending expiration of the PTC continues to influence financing structures, as some developers will limit debt in the capital stack to avoid transaction delays and meet under-construction deadlines. For more information on PTCs, see Harper et al. 2007 , available online at http://eetd.lbl.gov/ea/emp/reports/63434.pdf and the Database for State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency (DSIRE) available online at http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US13F&re=1&ee=1. Table 2 and Table 3 ). As a result of overlapping eligibility for the PTC and ITC, certain technologies, such as geothermal and CHP, are eligible for the 30% ITC until the PTC expires on December 31, 2013. Upon expiration, the ITC for these dual eligible technologies will revert back to 10% until the ITC expires. In 2010, federal legislation was enacted that allowed assets placed in service from 2009 through 2012 to receive a cash grant in lieu of the tax credit from the Treasury Department (1603 Cash Grant). While the 1603 Cash Grant program has expired, it is worth noting as it is highlighted as a financing tool in a subsequent example within this paper. For more information on ITCs, see Sharif et al. 2011 , available online at http://www.cohnreznick.com/insights/white-papers and DSIRE http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US02F&re=1&ee=1. 
Tax Credit Eligibility
The ability to monetize the full value of tax benefits is a key consideration when deciding a project's capital structure. Project owners, also referred to as developers, are eligible to receive federal tax credits. Only taxable entities, such as Alaska Native corporations, can take advantage of tax benefits directly, while tax-exempt entities, such as tribal and municipal governments, cannot. Thus, if tax credits are being used for project financing, taxable entities must retain ownership of the project for the duration of the tax credit period. When tax benefits are no longer available to the project, asset ownership can be transferred to tax-exempt tribal entities without concern over loss of available financing. For example, consider a taxable ANC that develops a wind project with the use of the Production Tax Credit. The duration of the PTC for wind projects is 10 years. After 10 years, when tax credits are no longer available to the project, ownership can be transferred from the ANC to a taxexempt tribal government or other tribal entity. In this scenario, the ANC and the tribal government form a partnership in which, for the first 10 years of the project (the tax credit period), the ANC benefits from the decreased tax liability, while the tribal entity benefits from the project's revenue stream for the remainder of the life of the asset (see Section 7).
At the onset of project development, it must first be determined whether the developer has sufficient tax appetite to monetize the tax benefits available, which requires profits from other components of the owner's business. Otherwise, a third-party tax-equity investor is needed to make use of the tax benefits efficiently. Currently, the market for tax-equity investors generally consists of a few large banks and insurance companies willing to invest a minimum of $15 million to $30 million per project (Mendolsohn and Feldman 2012) . Given the high investment required of tax-equity investors, ANCs are more likely to participate in renewable energy finance as a project developer or owner, not as a tax equity investor. ANCs can seek tax-equity investment for their projects under development, though this is not necessary for large ANCs that have the tax appetite to monetize the ITC themselves. Entities such as tax-exempt tribal and municipal governments and nonprofit rural electric cooperatives that are unable to fully utilize the available tax benefits can partner with ANCs to take advantage of the tax benefits through innovative financing mechanisms (see Section 7). While tax status is a key consideration in determining the appropriate financing structure, both taxable and tax-exempt entities can participate in renewable energy project development, albeit through different financing arrangements.
State Policy Context for Renewable Energy Development
In order to better understand the context for renewable energy development in Alaska, this section summarizes state-level nonfinancial incentive policies supporting renewable energy development. State-level policies are often used to support renewable energy development because the benefits of renewable energy are considered to be public goods that will not be automatically captured by private markets. These policies are often considered drivers or barriers to renewable energy development. The state also offers several financial incentives through policy action, and those are listed in Section 5 as they are a subset of the publicly available project financing options.
The State of Alaska currently has 16 policies focused on renewable energy and energy efficiency, 12 of which are financial incentives (DSIRE 2012) . In comparison with other states, Alaska ranks 48th in terms of the number of policies supporting energy efficiency and renewable energy, with only Kansas and West Virginia offering fewer policies. The four nonfinancial policies are discussed in the remainder of this section to offer context to the development environment for renewable energy in Alaska.
One of the most common mechanisms used by state governments to support renewable energy investment is the renewable portfolio standard (RPS). An RPS is a market-based policy that requires a minimum percentage of the electricity sold by utilities to be generated with renewable energy. It is a popular policy with regulators and utilities because it does not prescribe specific purchases or technology use, therefore allowing the requirements to be met with the least-cost solution. The RPS is also a popular tool for policymakers because it encourages market development through private sector investment. Indeed, RPS policies have been shown to be positively correlated with increased renewable energy market development (Krasko and Doris 2012).
Several states, including Alaska, have legislated a form of a voluntary goal for additional renewable energy development called a renewable energy goal. There is no evidence that these types of goalsin the absence of a requirement expected at a certain date in the future (such as in Vermont)-are effective at driving new or previously unplanned renewable energy development. Alaska's renewable energy goal was established with House Bill 306 (2010) stating a legislative intent that the state "achieve a 15 percent increase in energy efficiency on a per capita basis between 2010 and 2020" and "receive 50 percent of its electric generation from renewable and alternative energy sources by 2025."
The other main policies in Alaska focused on renewable energy include the state's net-metering regulations, interconnection guidelines, and the Alaska Renewable Energy Fund (AREF). The AREF is a state grant program and is discussed in Section 5. The net-metering regulations require all utilities with retail sales of at least 5 gigawatt-hours (GWh) to offer net metering to their customers for renewable energy systems up to 25 kilowatts (kW) in capacity. Net excess generation (NEG) is reconciled each month, with the utility issuing the customer a credit for NEG. Freeing the Grid, an annual scorecard rating state-level net-metering and interconnection standards, gives Alaska's netmetering regulations a "C," citing the arbitrary system size limits not based on on-site load, monthly NEG reconciliation instead of indefinite NEG carryover, and ambiguity regarding renewable energy credit (REC) ownership as areas that reduce the impact of this policy on driving investments in renewable energy generation. The state's interconnection guidelines mandate that all utilities that are required to offer net metering must also issue tariffs incorporating interconnection. However, the guidelines provide limited direction to the utilities about designing interconnection standards. As a result, the authors of the 2012 Freeing the Grid report do not consider the guidelines to be complete interconnection standards and thus do not provide an assessment of the guidelines. General summary information about these two policies and others in Alaska can be found at http://dsireusa.org/incentives/index.cfm?re=0&ee=0&spv=0&st=0&srp=1&state=AK.
While interconnection and net-metering policies are considered to be valuable for encouraging investment in renewable energy technologies at the state level, it is important to note that the impacts of these policies in Alaska may vary, particularly for small, isolated grids.
Publicly Sponsored Finance Programs for Taxable and Nontaxable Entities
Federal and state-sponsored finance programs come in a variety of forms and are generally suitable for small to medium-sized projects, typical among Alaska's Native villages. They commonly exist as grants, loans, and loan guarantees. While most of the programs offered, such as the AREF, are available to both taxable and tax-exempt organizations, it is not always the case. For example, taxable entities, such as Alaska Native corporations, may be eligible for financial assistance programs under the Federal Small Business Act due to their profit-seeking tax status, while taxexempt organizations are not. Therefore, it is important to determine program eligibility when considering financing options. The remainder of this section provides an overview of some of the most commonly used publicly funded financing programs, and a full list can be found in Appendix B. Systems to develop a 600-kW wind farm as one of the first projects to be completed with funding from the grant program. The project cost approximately $9 million to complete, with $4 million from the AEA. Since inception, the wind farm has generated 2.8 million kWh of energy and saved an estimated 212,000 gallons of diesel fuel (Northern Power Systems 2012). The Renewable Energy Fund also supports hydropower development. In 2010, the community of Gustavus generated 99% of its electricity from hydropower after replacing a diesel generator with an 800-kW hydroelectric generator (Alaska Energy Authority 2011). The project was made possible by a $750,000 grant from the AREF, and it eliminated the need for $380,000 of diesel in one year. The USDA Rural Utility Service (RUS) Electric Program makes direct loans and loan guarantees, but to electric utilities that serve customers in rural areas. RUS loans and loan guarantees finance the construction of electric distribution, transmission, and generation facilities, including system improvements and replacements. For more information on RUS Electric Program, see http://www.rurdev.usda.gov/UEP_About_Electric.html.
The aforementioned programs are just a few examples of the assistance programs available to developers of renewable energy projects. A more complete list can be found in Appendix B.
Financing Options for Taxable Entities
Due to their tax-paying status, Native corporations in Alaska have access to an expanded suite of private and government-sponsored financing arrangements for renewable energy projects compared to tax-exempt tribal governments and other tax-exempt entities. For the purposes of private financing, Native corporations are eligible to support traditional equity investment with tax credits and accelerated depreciation benefits for renewable energy. In terms of government-sponsored financing opportunities, Native corporations that meet the eligibility requirements for small business designation can take advantage of programs provided by the Small Business Administration, such as the SBA Loan Program.
Project Financing
Typically, either traditional project finance or balance sheet financing 6 is used for the development of large-scale renewable energy projects that exhibit sufficient rates of return to offset perceived risk and high transaction costs. While private financing often requires a relatively large project scale for economic viability, many regional Native corporations have sufficient land holdings, earnings, and project development expertise to take advantage of private financing for renewable energy development. Although larger corporations may be best suited for private financing arrangements, smaller village corporations have potential to use private financing to fund portions of larger projects or group several projects together to attract capital.
The preconstruction phase of a large-scale project is typically funded with development equity, while capital for project completion is sourced from a combination of debt (e.g., banks) and equity (e.g., private investor) investment. These private sources of capital can be used in conjunction with grants and federal and state tax credits to meet project funding requirements and bolster lender and investor confidence in overall project viability. 7 In Alaska, debt financing for large projects can be sourced through entities such as commercial banks, credit unions, the U.S. Department of the Treasury (via its lending arm, the Federal Financing Bank), and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The Denali Commission, established by the Denali Commission Act of 1998 to deliver services of the federal government, is also very active in supporting energy and infrastructure development in Alaska and receives funding from the USDA. Loan terms and interest rates vary on a project-byproject basis, though in all cases banks are the senior creditor and are the first to be repaid. However, unlike equity investors, sources of bank debt do not retain an ownership share in the project. 8 Thus, if maintaining project ownership is a priority to the Native corporation or other developer, it is preferable to structure the project's financing such that bank debt comprises a greater share of the capital structure than equity.
Case Study: Fire Island Wind
Fire Island Wind, Alaska's first commercial-scale wind farm, provides an example of a Native corporation sourcing financing through a combination of debt, equity, and government incentives to complete a large-scale renewable energy project. Jointly developed by Cook Inlet Region Incorporated (CIRI) and Summit Power, the wind farm is located on CIRI land, three miles west of 6 Under traditional project finance, recourse for providers of capital is limited to the assets of the project company, whereas balance sheet finance exposes the assets of the parent company as a means to satisfy financial obligations of the project company. 7 For further information on the essentials and basics of private financing arrangements, see Renewable Energy Development in Indian Country: A Handbook for Tribes: http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/tribalenergy/pdfs/indian_energy_legal_handbook.pdf. 8 Note: Debt, while not ownership, has collateral claims on a project and can be required to approve major decisions in the day-to-day management and operations of a project.
Anchorage, and is owned and operated by Fire Island Wind LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of CIRI. Originally envisioned as a three-phase project, the first phase went into commercial operation in September 2012 and includes 11 1.6-megawatt (MW) turbines capable of producing 17.6 MW of electricity, enough to power more than 6,000 homes. With a 25-year power purchase agreement (PPA) with Chugach Electric Association for a flat price of $97 per megawatt-hour (MWh), Fire Island Wind will diversify south-central Alaska's electricity generation mix, which currently comprises more than 90% natural gas.
For the first phase of the project, Fire Island Wind LLC used a bridge loan for a portion of the construction financing requirements in anticipation of receipt of a 1603 Treasury Department grant in the amount of $19 million. 9 The original projected total capital cost for Fire Island Wind's three phases was $162.2 million, of which $43.9 million would be supported by the 1603 grant program. However, now that the 1603 grant program is no longer available, it remains to be seen how the residual $24.9 million in anticipated grants for the remaining two phases will be financed, should the project move forward. It is possible that a combination of sources, including the ITC, could be used.
Original plans call for the remaining net project costs to be financed with debt from CoBank, in the amount of $81.6 million and equity investment by CIRI in the amount of $36.7 million. As of November 2012, no work has begun on the second and third phases of the project. 10 See Table 4 and Table 5 for a summary of estimated project costs and project financing. 
Tax-Equity Partnerships
Tax-equity partnerships enable nontaxable tribal governments and Alaska Native corporations with insufficient tax liabilities to fully monetize the tax benefits available. While there are several variations of tax-equity partnership structures, all rely upon assigning project ownership to an investor with sufficient tax liability to capture available tax benefits. Financing through tax-equity partnerships differs from other financing arrangements in that it typically requires more complex transactions to allocate risk and return amongst the numerous parties involved. Figure 3 illustrates how three common tax-equity investment vehicles fit into the capital structure of a traditional project company. Each of these three tax-equity investment structures 11 -partnership flip, sale-leaseback, and pass-through lease-are described below, with an overview of how such structures might apply to a Tribe or ANC with insufficient tax appetite to fully monetize tax benefits.
Figure 3. Capital financing sources with tax-equity investment structures
Partnership Flip-A partnership flip is a financing structure whereby the distribution of equity within a partnership between a developer and tax-equity investor is reallocated at a pre-negotiated "flip point." It is an effective method for financing renewable energy projects when a developer (i.e., ANC) lacks sufficient tax liability to fully utilize a project's tax benefits. Conversely, it is an attractive method of finance for tax-equity investors seeking to benefit from either the PTC or ITC, accelerated depreciation through MACRS, and potentially profit from project cash flows.
Under a partnership flip structure, the developer incurs the project's development cost and therefore bears the risk during this initial stage. Once development is complete, the tax-equity investor provides the capital for the project's construction, which entitles it to a majority of the project company's equity. It is not unusual for the tax-equity investor to receive 95% to 99% of the initial 11 Under the U.S. federal tax code, these structures are subject to several limitations and requirements. Further limitations apply when a governmental or tax-exempt entity, such as a tribal government or other tribal organization, not subject to federal income tax, seeks project ownership. (Sharif, Grace, and Di Capua 2011) . Indeed, the allocation of equity is especially important when utilizing the PTC, as it may only be used by the party producing the electricity.
Partnership Flip
Allocation of the cash flow generated by the project is negotiated separately and is calculated in a manner to achieve an agreed-upon rate of return over a set period of time for the tax-equity investor. It also allows the developer an opportunity to recoup any investment that it made in developing the project that was not subsequently recovered through the tax-equity investor's capital contribution.
Once the required rate of return is achieved for the tax-equity investor, the allocation of equity is typically reversed. This is known as the flip point and is usually timed to coincide with the expiration of the PTC in the 10th year of production or full vesting of the ITC in the 5th year. Should the developer wish to buy out the tax-equity investor's remaining share after the flip, it must do so at fair market value. However, it is important to note that at this point the flip has already occurred, therefore, the remaining share of equity held by the tax-equity investor may be 5% or less. Figure 4 depicts a typical partnership flip structure. As a result of this structure, the tax-equity investor realizes immediate returns on its investment by receiving the majority of initial cash flows and nearly all of the tax benefits. The developer's return on investment is delayed until after the flip point, at which time it consists mainly of cash flow as most of the tax benefits will have already been utilized by the tax-equity investor. However, the developer benefits in the short term by avoiding the booking of long-term construction debt on the company balance sheet and receiving enough pre-flip cash flows to recoup initial development costs. Current federal tax rules stipulate that when a partnership includes a tax-exempt entity, a portion of the property owned by the partnership will be treated as "tax-exempt use property." 12, 13 This restricts the full monetization of tax credits and increases the period of depreciation, thereby decreasing the level of investment a tax-equity investor is willing to make. However, under IRC § 168(h)(6)(F) a tribal government can potentially avoid tax-exempt use property treatment by holding its partnership ownership interest in a taxable corporate subsidiary. A drawback of this approach is that forming a taxable corporate subsidiary may result in a higher tax burden, and the application of these rules to a Tribe are not well defined (MacCourt 2010). In March of 2013, the IRS released a private letter ruling (PLR-111532-11) issued to a Tribe in response to an inquiry regarding the Tribe's ability to pass the ITC to a tax-paying lessee. The IRS determined that the Tribe was eligible to claim the ITC and pass it to a lessee because the Tribe was not technically a tax-exempt entity; rather, federal income tax statutes simply did not apply to the Tribe. As such, tax code did not prohibit the Tribe from passing the ITC to a lessee because the Tribe was technically eligible to receive it itself. Under this premise, it would not be necessary to create a taxable entity to protect Tribal interest from tax-exempt use property treatment. While the issuance of the private letter ruling may suggest that other Tribes that own renewable energy projects be considered in the same manner, it is important to note that the letter only specifically applies to the Tribe that made the inquiry, and the IRS has not yet issued a Revenue Ruling or Procedure that would make it universally applicable (Hobbs Straus Dean & Walker, LLP. 2013).
Sale-Leaseback-A sale-leaseback is an effective financial technique that may be used to pass the ITC from a project's equity owner to a lessee. The PTC cannot be passed in this structure because the recipient of the PTC must be the owner and operator of the facility. In a sale-leaseback structure the developer provides the funding for the project's development and construction. When the project is ready to be put into service, the developer sells the entire project to the tax-equity investor while simultaneously signing a long-term lease agreement 14 to use the assets. The developer typically uses the proceeds from the sale to satisfy any outstanding obligations related to the project's construction and development. It is worth noting that the developer has the potential for profit or loss from the sale based upon the price received for the assets. In order to ensure that the deal is treated as a lease for federal tax purposes, most leases are arranged according to Internal Revenue Service safeharbor provisions whereby the lease term may not extend past 80% of the project's expected useful life (Bolinger 2009) . If the developer wishes to continue to use the assets at the end of the initial lease, it may negotiate a new lease or purchase the entire project from the tax-equity investor at full market value (Troutman Sanders LLP 2009, 8) . Over the course of the lease, the developer remains responsible for operating the project and negotiates a power purchase agreement (PPA) with an offtaker, such as a utility. The cash flow generated by the PPA is used to cover the developer's operating costs and lease payments to the tax-equity investor. Although the tax-equity investor typically retains the right to utilize the ITC under this structure, the lessee often benefits from lower lease payments as part of the deal structure.
Similar to the tax-exempt use property considerations for partnership flips discussed above, the current federal tax code stipulates that if the project is leased to a tax-exempt entity, then it will not be eligible for the ITC and the leased property will be treated as tax-exempt use property. A Tribe may be able to avoid these restrictions by using a taxable corporate subsidiary to participate in the sale-12 IRC § § 168(g) and 168(h) 13 "The portion of the property treated as tax-exempt use property is equal to the largest ownership interest the tax-exempt partner will have in the partnership's items of income or gain during the life of the partnership." (MacCourt 2010) 14 The two primary types of leases are capital and operating. A capital lease assumes purchase at end of lease, while an operating lease does not. Additionally, under a capital lease, the tax benefits remain with the developer. leaseback transaction. Figure 5 depicts a sale-leaseback structure according to this interpretation of the code. However, as was discussed in the partnership flip example, a recent IRS private letter ruling suggests that a taxable corporate subsidiary may not be necessary to preserve tax benefits when the lessee is a Tribe. It is important to note that the private letter ruling only applies to the specific Tribe that made the inquiry, and the IRS has not yet issued a Revenue Ruling or Procedure that would make it universally applicable (Hobbs Straus Dean & Walker, LLP 2013). Pass-Through Lease (Inverted Lease)-A pass-through lease is similar in structure to a saleleaseback; however, the roles of lessor and lessee are reversed. Under the terms of a pass-through lease, the developer retains ownership of the project and leases the assets to the tax-equity investor. As such, this structure is only beneficial when utilizing the ITC because the PTC must remain with the facility operator. The ITC may be retained by the project owner or passed through to the lessee. In this arrangement, the tax investor would sell the electricity produced back to the developer through a PPA. The tax investor may also benefit from any losses generated by the project by owning up to 49% of the project company. 15 Under current federal tax code, this type of financing arrangement would require a tribal, tax-exempt entity to go through a corporate subsidiary for the purposes of development and project ownership. However, as was discussed in the partnership flip example, a recent private letter ruling by the IRS suggests that a taxable subsidiary may no longer be necessary; rather, a Tribe could potentially be permitted to own a renewable energy project and pass the ITC directly to a lessee. It is important to note that the private letter ruling only applies to the specific Tribe that made the inquiry, and the IRS has not yet issued a Revenue Ruling or Procedure that would make it universally applicable (Hobbs Straus Dean & Walker, LLP 2013) . In the case of an Alaska Native corporation with insufficient tax liability to monetize the tax benefits, the ANC would develop and own the project, then lease to the corporate tax-equity investor with a higher tax liability. Figure 6 depicts an example of a pass-through lease structure using a project company under current federal tax code. 
Conclusion
There is a large potential for renewable energy development in Alaska. To date, projects in Alaska have been largely publicly financed, but there is opportunity to expand into private financing in order to capture more project potential. This paper provides a summary of publicly financed options and also outlines potential opportunities for private financing. As tax-exempt tribal entities enter into cooperative arrangements with corporate partners and investors, financing arrangements become increasingly complex. Renewable energy development often requires innovative financing structures in order to fully realize the tax benefits available and typically includes a combination of governmentsponsored and private funding. Tax status, source of capital, project terms, and ownership interest are among the factors to be considered when selecting the optimal financing structure. Tax credits and accelerated depreciation are by far the most powerful government-sponsored drivers of renewable energy project development in the United States, as they attract the private capital necessary to ensure a project's economic viability. As such, there are opportunities for tribal governments and Alaska Native corporations to participate in renewable energy project development, both independently and through tax-equity partnerships.
Appendix A: Methodology for Technical Potential for Renewable Energy in Alaska
The methodology (described in detail below) mirrors the methodology applied to estimate technical potential for states in 2012 (Lopez et al. 2012) , with the exception of biopower.
Biopower
To determine biopower potential, an area-weighted analysis was performed between the countybased biopower data set-used in Lopez et al. 2012-and the Alaska Native corporations layer to produce the total amount of gaseous and solid biomass of each corporation.
Total estimated technical potential generation for gaseous biomass was estimated using 4.7 MWh/tonne of CH4 (Lopez et al. 2012) . This can be expressed as:
Estimated capacity for gaseous biomass can be expressed as:
Total estimated generation for solid biomass was estimated using 1.1 MWh/bone dry tonne (BDT) (Lopez et al. 2012) , expressed as: Identified hydrothermal capacity was estimated using:
Hydropower
Hydropower in this study is defined as low power (<1 MWa 16 ) or small hydro (>= 1 MWa and <= 20 MWa). Hydropower source point locations with potential average capacity were taken from Hall et al. (2006) . The source points were a result of a feasibility study and development model; thus no action was required on NREL's part to determine technical feasibility.
To estimate technical potential capacity, the hydropower source points were intersected with tribal lands, summed by Tribe and doubled. The doubling backs out the assumed capacity factor in the average capacity. Technical potential capacity can be expressed as:
Technical potential generation was estimated by maintaining the existing capacity factor in the average capacity and adding the time component, expressed as: 16 Average megawatt capacity; assumes 50% capacity factor. 
Concentrating Solar Power
Concentrating solar power (CSP) is a utility-scale solar power plant in which the solar heat energy is collected in a central location. To get a general sense of CSP potential, CSP resource is analyzed. CSP resource is typically measured using direct normal irradiance (DNI) 17 as kilowatt-hours per square meter (m) per day (kWh/m 2 /day). In this analysis, we consider viable only areas with DNI greater than or equal to 5 kWh/m 2 /day (Lopez et al. 2012 ).
Further reducing developable land was needed to ensure a more realistic potential. The first step was to remove areas with slope greater than or equal to 3%. Next, areas with land-use/land-cover deemed unlikely for development were excluded. Last, areas were constrained to tribal lands and a minimum contiguous area threshold of 1 square kilometer was imposed to ensure a utility-scale system.
With developable lands defined, a specific CSP system was defined and capacity and generation estimated. The system chosen was a trough, dry-cooled with six hours of storage and a solar multiple of 2. 18 The assumed system power density was 32.8 MW per kilometer squared (Lopez et al. 2012 ). Technical potential capacity was expressed as:
To estimate generation potential, the DNI resource was divided into five classes. Capacity factors were taken from Lopez et al. 2012. Technical potential generation was then calculated and can be expressed as: 17 The amount of solar radiation received per unit area by a surface that is always held perpendicular (or normal) to the rays that come in a straight line from the direction of the sun at its current position in the sky. 18 The field aperture area expressed as a multiple of the aperture required to operate the power cycle at its design capacity. 
Solar PV
The technical potential for solar utility-scale PV was first determined by eliminating areas deemed unlikely for development. These include areas of environmental concern and national parks. Note that the exclusions do not include potentially culturally sensitive areas as there is not currently a comprehensive data set of those sites available. In addition to land-use constraints, the analysis extent was limited to tribal lands. Next, the available land within each tribal boundary was separated into urban and rural classifications. This allows for a greater understanding of the geographic quality of PV potential, i.e., proximity to areas where the electricity might be used.
Urban available lands were constrained to eliminate impervious surfaces. This has the effect of removing roads, parking lots, and buildings, leaving only urban open space. The urban open spaces were further constrained to eliminate contiguous areas less than 18,000 square meters: This ensures the total system size is large enough to be considered utility scale.
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Rural available lands were constrained to eliminate areas less than 1 square kilometer. The area constraint reduces highly fragmented parcels.
The final step in calculating technical potential required a specific PV system. The PV system chosen was a 1-axis tracking collector with the axis of rotation aligned north-south at 0° tilt from the horizontal. Assuming a power density of 48 MW per square kilometer (Lopez et al. 2012) , the technical potential capacity was estimated and can be expressed as:
To determine technical potential generation, capacity factors were estimated. State-level capacity factors were taken from Lopez et al. 2012 . Technical potential generation can be expressed as: 19 Depending on the PV system, 18,000 m 2 is roughly a 1-MW system. 
Wind
Wind was analyzed at 80 m above the earths' surface. Only windy areas greater than or equal to an annual average gross 20 capacity factor of 30% were included in the analysis. The gross capacity factors used in the analysis were developed by AWS Truepower; they represent typical utility-scale wind turbine power curves.
The resource areas were filtered to remove areas deemed unlikely for development, including national parks, federally protected lands, and water features.
Technical potential capacity for wind was estimated assuming 5 MW/km 2 (Lopez et al. 2012 ) and can be expressed as:
Technical potential generation for wind was estimated assuming 15% energy losses (Lopez et al. 2012 ) and can be expressed as: 20 Gross capacity factor does not include plant downtime, parasitic power, or other factors that would be included to reduce output to the "net" capacity factor. For more information on capacity factors, see http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=187&t=3. 
